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In modern societies, the role of reading is becoming increasingly crucial. Hence, any impairment
to the reading ability can seriously limit a person's aspirations. The enormous importance of
reading as an essential skill in modern life has encouraged many researchers to try and find more
effective intervention approaches. Technology has been used extensively to assist and enhance
literacy learning. This analytical review aims at presenting a comprehensive overview of the
existing research on technology-based or technology-assisted reading interventions for elementary grades, between 2000 and 2017, along with analyzing various aspects of these studies. After
extensive research, 42 articles have met the inclusion criteria, which have evaluated a total of 32
reading programs. The studies are classified into six categories of phonological awareness,
phonics, vocabulary, comprehension, fluency, and multi-component. Each reading category begins with a brief introduction. Then, the content and instructional mechanisms of each program
in the category is explained, alongside the outcome of its interventions. It is found that vocabulary interventions, as well as using mobile, tablet and other non-computer technologies are
massively overlooked. Furthermore, a very limited number of programs focused on fluency, none
of them addressed all its components. In addition, despite the required long-term practice for
fostering fluency, the reviewed studies have an average intervention time shorter than other
intervention categories. This paper provides researchers and solution developers with an extensive and informative review of the current state of the art in reading interventions.
Additionally, it identifies the current knowledge gaps and defines future research directions to
develop effective reading programs.

1. Introduction
Reading is the essence of academic life, and its importance can hardly be overestimated (Blomert & Froyen, 2010). Its impairment
can cause a life-long disability that affects the quality of life in numerous ways. However, reading is a complex and multifaceted process
and can be challenging for some individuals to master (Valencia, 1990). Despite all of the attempts to raise the standards of reading
instruction over the years, still many students fail to achieve the grade level reading when they reach the upper elementary grades, and
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this achievement gap tends to widen during the following grades (National Governors Association, 2010; Toste & Ciullo, 2017). The
report from National Assessment of Educational Progress (2015) shows that 64% of fourth graders and 66% of eighth graders read
below their grade level, and the case for children with learning disabilities is much worse (88% Grade 4 and 92% Grade 8).
The National Reading Panel (2000) has identified five core components essential for a comprehensive reading program, consisting of
phonological awareness, phonics, vocabulary, comprehension, and fluency. However, the conventional methods of instructing these
components are truly time-consuming, and to be effective, they need to be carried out intensively and explicitly by the instructor (Vaughn
et al., 2003). Some studies have pointed out that for treating dyslexia, the instruction duration should be between 80 and 100 h, while
their healthy peers need 30–60 h (Lyytinen, Erskine, Aro, & Richardson, 2008, pp. 454–474). Furthermore, the growing public awareness
of learning disabilities and governments’ inclusion policies of disabled learners on the one hand and the emergence of new ubiquitous
technologies on the other hand, have encouraged many researchers to investigate and propose innovative, more engaging and more
effective approaches for facilitating the literacy acquisition of young learning disabled children (Kennedy & Deshler, 2010; Scior, 2011).
Incorporating technology into instructional intervention can have several benefits. First of all, by learning in a playful and engaging
digital environment, it can increase the motivation, which can lead to the enhancement of acceptance, concentration and also the
persistence in carrying out the learning tasks (Malouf, 1988; Papastergiou, 2009). The second benefit can be the capacity of technologybased instructions in reducing the cognitive load, as well as increasing the retention of the learning material (Mayer & Moreno, 2010; T.
C.; Williams & Zahed, 1996; Ricci, Salas, & Cannon-bowers, 1996). Third, it can provide personalized and adaptive tutoring with no or
reduced involvement of instructor, which is truly beneficial when there is not enough human resource available (Andreev, Terzieva, &
Kademova-Katzarova, 2009; Athanaselis, Bakamidis, Dologlou, Argyriou, & Symvonis, 2014). Finally, without the time limitation of an
instructor, it can allow the users to reach mastery levels by letting them train at their own pace (Corbett, 2001).
There are some studies in the literature that tried to review the technology-assisted approaches in teaching literacy. MacArthur,
Ferretti, Okolo, and Cavalier (2001) wrote a critical review of 14 studies applying technology to literacy instruction for school-age
students with literacy problems, from 1985 to 2000. Blok, Oostdam, Otter, and Overmaat (2002) reviewed 42 studies of computerassisted reading instruction for early literacy learners, from 1990 to 2000. Cheung and Slavin (2011) provided a meta-analysis of the
effectiveness of k-12 educational technology on reading achievement, using 85 studies published during 1970–2010. Grant et al
(2012) assessed the content and quality of 30 commercially available reading software for preschool, kindergarten and first grade.
Edwards Santoro and Bishop (2010) evaluated 21 popular beginning reading software targeting pre-kindergarten to third grade,
based on their interface design, instructional design, and content. Cidrim and Madeiro (2017) reviewed 21 studies that applied
information and communication technology (ICT) to dyslexia, from 2010 to 2015.
This study is dedicated to the technology-based intervention programs for reading instruction of elementary grades. The purpose
of this paper is to (1) provide a comprehensive review of studies who applied technology to their reading intervention, from 2000 to
2017, (2) introduce briefly the reading components of phonological awareness, phonics, comprehension, fluency and vocabulary, as
well as their common instructional approaches, (3) describe the content and instructional mechanisms of the identified programs, in
order to provide a basis for researchers and developers new to this field, (4) analyze reviewed studies from various aspects. Forty-two
studies have met the inclusion criteria, and through these studies, 32 technology-based reading programs have been identified. This
paper is structured as follows. Section 2 describes the methodology used to create this review paper. A brief introduction of each
reading component, and description of intervention programs addressing that reading component, as well as the details and characteristics of the reviewed studies, are brought in Section 3. Moreover, an analytical view is discussed in Section 4. A conclusion
highlighting new research direction is presented in Section 5.
2. Method
This section is dedicated to the methodology of preparing this review paper. First, the procedure of the literature research will be
outlined, then the inclusion criteria will be presented, and finally, the coding procedure used for the reviewed articles will be
discussed.
2.1. Literature research procedure
This research was conducted by using the Google Scholar database. Various keywords were used to find the targeted papers. The
keywords are presented in Table 1. Combinations of these keywords were used to search for the targeted articles. Based on this
research 187 studies were selected for further investigation, and from these set of articles, 42 have met all of the inclusion criteria,
which resulted in 32 different intervention programs. However, at the end when it appeared that only one study focused on vocabulary, another search specifically for vocabulary interventions was done to make sure that it is not due to the used keywords.
Surprisingly, no additional vocabulary study that meets the inclusion criteria was found.
Finally, 41 articles were identified for this review. Fig. 1 depicts the distribution of published papers based on their journals.
Category Others indicates the number of journals which represent only one study in the review. Note that Computers and Education,
Reading and Writing, Journal of Research in Reading and Dyslexia are the most represented journals. This figure shows a high dispersion
of the publications over journals dealing with different research domains such as education, psychology, and technology.
Fig. 2 summarizes the reviewed publications and shows their distribution over periods of three years. This figure shows the
growing interest in using technology to remediate the reading difficulties of early readers. Given the importance of the matter and the
fact that various technologies with the potential to be utilized for educational purposes have become more accessible and ubiquitous
over time, it is not surprising to observe this upward trend.
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Table 1
Keywords used for the research procedure.
Category 1

• Technology-Assisted
• Technology-Based
• Computerized
• Computer-Assisted
• Computer-Based
• Tablet
• Mobile
• Smartphone
Reality
• Virtual
• Augmented Reality

Category 2

Category 3

• Reading
• Literacy
• Dyslexia

• Intervention

Fig. 1. Distribution of reviewed papers by journals.

Fig. 2. Distribution of reviewed papers by year.

2.2. Inclusion criteria
The principal inclusion criteria for this review are:

• All of the participants should be in elementary grades or between the ages of 6–12 years old.
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Category 4

• Elementary
• Primary

Comp

Phonics

Phonics
Comp,
Phonics

Multi

Multi

Multi

Phonics

Comp
MultiComp, PA

Phonics

PA

PA

PA
Comp, PA,
Multi

Phonics

Fluency

Fluency

Multi

Multi

Multi

Horne, 2017

Macaruso2006

Saine2011
Wise2000

Kim2011

Chambers2011

Kim2010

Savage2009

Sung2008
Torgesen2010

Nicolson2000

Cohen2015
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Pokorni2004

Magnan2004
Gustafson2011

Kyle2013

Shannon2015

Nunnery2006

Chambers2008

VandeVen2017

Schneider2016

MindPlay
Virtual Reading
Coach

Letter Prince

Accelerated
Reader
Accelerated
Reader
Alphie's Alley

Fast ForWord,
Earobics, LiPS
PLAY-ON
Omega-IS,
COMPHOT,
Combined
GraphoGame

Fast ForWord

ABRACADABRA
CASTLE
Read, Write,
and Type
(RWT), LiPS
RITA

READ 180

GraphoGame
Accurate
Reading in
Context,
Phonological
Analysis
READ 180
Enterprise
Alphie's Alley

Comprehension
Booster
Lexia

Intervention Program Name
Type

Publication

Table 2
Study characteristics.

Smartphone
Computer

Computer

Computer

Computer

Computer

Computer
Computer

Computer

Computer

Computer

Computer
Computer

Computer

Computer

computer

Computer

Computer
Computer

Computer

Computer

TC

MT

TC

TC

TC

MT

MT
MT

MT

MT

MT

TC
MT

MT

TC

TC

TC

MT
MT

TC

TC

Technology Design
Type
Type

At Risk

LD

At Risk

At Risk

Poor
Readers
Normal

Poor
Readers
RD
RD

Poor
Readers
SLI

Normal
At Risk

Poor
Readers
Poor
Readers
Poor
Readers
Normal

Poor
Readers
Normal &
At Risk
At Risk
Poor
Readers

Treatment
Group

At Risk

LD

At Risk

At Risk

Poor
Readers
Normal

RD
RD &
Normal

–

Poor
Readers
SLI

Normal
At Risk

Poor
Readers
Poor
Readers
Poor
Readers
Normal

Poor
Readers
Normal &
At Risk
At Risk
–

Control
Group

Grade 2

Mean 8:8

Grade 1

Grade 3-6

Grade 1-4

Grade 2

8 to 12
Grade 2

7.5 to 9

6 to 10

6&8

Grade 6
Grade 1

Grade 1

Grade 4-6

Grade 1-2

Grade 4-6

89

–

224

537

189

11, 10

7
25, 25, 25

20, 16, 18

23

74

65
36, 36

43, 44

133

372

155

25
91, 109

83

Grade 1
Grade 1
Grade 2-5

19

Treatment
Group
Size

6 to 11

Target
Age

81

–

188

441

155

10

7
25, 30

–

27, 27

95, 103

65
40

57

131

274

157

25, 116
–

84

19

Control
Group
Size

School Year

–

–

School Year

24 weeks

12 weeks

5 weeks
5–9 weeks

20 days

6 weeks

10 weeks

11 weeks
School Year

12 weeks

23 weeks

–

23 weeks

28 weeks
6 months

6 months

6 weeks

4

–

5

5

5

5

4
–

–

5

2

2
4

4

4

4 to 5

4

4
–

2 to 4

1 to 2

Duration of Frequency
Intervention (Weekly)

44

2

–

–

50+

11

10
7

50+

45

10

18
50+

13

50+

–

50+

50+
27 to 29

27

3 to 6

30

15

20

30 to 60

30 to 45

10 to 15

30
15 to 25

180

90

30

50
50

20

60

45

60

45
30

20 to 30

30

Intervention Sessions
(hour)
(min)

No

Yes

No

No

No

Yes

Yes
Yes

No

Yes

No

No
Yes

Yes

No

No

No

Yes
Yes

No

No

English

Dutch

English

English

English

English

French
Swedish

English

English

English

Chinese
English

English

English

English

English

Finnish
English

English

English

Language

United
Kingdom
United
States
United
States
United
States
Netherlands
United
States

United
Kingdom
United
Kingdom
United
States
France
Sweden

Taiwan
United
States

United
States
United
States
United
States
Canada

United
Kingdom
United
States
Finland
United
States

Country
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Fluency

SteenbeekPlanting
2013a
Niedo2014

Fluency

Fluency

Patel2014

Fluency

Paige, 2011

Comp

Fluency

Nagler2015

Potocki2013

Fluency

Phonics

Fluency

Lópezescribano,
2016
Snellings2015

Fluency

Fluency

Johnson2003

SteenbeekPlanting2012
Ecalle2013

PA, Phonics

Gustafson2007

Multi

Phonics
Fluency

Rosas2017
Patel2011

Madden2017

Phonics

Messer2017

Computerized
Flashcard
Training
Reading
Acceleration
Program

ReadN’Karaoke

COMPHOT,
DOT
Accelerated
Reader
Reading
Acceleration
Program
Reading
Acceleration
Program
Reading
Acceleration
Program
Reading
Acceleration
Program
Tutoring with
Alphie (TWA)
Computerized
Flashcard
Training
Chassymo,
Opposition
Phonologiques
LoCoTex

GraphoGame
ReadN’Karaoke

Trainertext

Intervention Program Name
Type

Publication

Table 2 (continued)

TC

MT

Computer
Computer

ST

TC

MT

MT

MT

TC

TC

TC

ST

ST

MT

TC
ST

TC

Computer

Computer

Computer

Computer

Computer

Computer

Computer

Computer

Computer

Computer

Computer

computer
Computer

Computer

Technology Design
Type
Type

Slow
Readers

Poor
Readers

Poor
Comprehenders
Normal

Poor
Readers

Poor
Readers
Poor
Readers

RD

Normal

RD &
Normal

RD

At Risk

RD

Poor
Readers
At Risk
Normal

Treatment
Group

Slow
Readers

Poor
Readers

Poor
Comprehenders
–

Poor
Readers

Poor
Readers
–

RD

Normal

RD &
Normal

–

RD &
Normal
–

Poor
Readers
At Risk
–

Control
Group

Grade 4

Grade 2-6

7 to 8

Grade 2

Grade 1-2

Mean 8:8

Grade 1-3

Grade 6

Grade 3

Grade 4

Grade 4-5

Grade 3-5

Grade 2-3

Grade 1
6 to 9

Mean 7.6

Target
Age

309, 236

11

12

9, 13

–

–

20, 34

43
–

33

Control
Group
Size

7

20, 20

8

15

9, 9 - 9, 9

7

20

–

15

9

20, 18, 20, –
21

127–242

9

10

15, 22

12

755

41, 39

44
10

45

Treatment
Group
Size

–

–

3 weeks

5 weeks

5 weeks

–

School Year

12 weeks

3 weeks

3 weeks

4 weeks

School Year

–

3 months
–

16 months

–

1 to 2

1

4

4

1 to 2

5

6

3

3

5

–

–

5
–

2 to 3

Duration of Frequency
Intervention (Weekly)

9

3,6

4

10

10

3,3

7.5+

5

4,5

3

10

–

10

6
1

33

60

20

60 to 90

30

30

20

30

5 to 6

30

20

30

–

18

30
60

10 to 15

Intervention Sessions
(hour)
(min)

No

No

No

Yes

Yes

No

No

No

No

No

No

No

Yes

No
No

No

English

Dutch

English

French

French

Dutch

English

English

German

Dutch

Spanish

English

Swedish

Spanish
English

English

Language

United
States

United
States
Netherlands

France

France

United
States
Netherlands

United
States

Germany

Netherlands

United
States
Spain

United
Kingdom
Chile
United
States
Sweden

Country
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Vocab

Multi

Comp

Phonics

Phonics

Xin2001

Cassady2005

Ponce2012

Moser2017

Savage2010

Computer

Tablet
TC

TC
Normal

Normal

Normal

Normal

LD

Treatment
Group

Normal

Normal

Normal

Normal

LD

Control
Group

Grade 1

Grade 4

Grade 4

Grade 1

Grade 4-6

Target
Age

15,16,18

14

939

46

40

Treatment
Group
Size

11

15

102

47

36

Control
Group
Size

8 weeks

School
Semester
10 weeks

School Year

6 weeks

–

5

–

5

3

Duration of Frequency
Intervention (Weekly)

16

10

45

30

9

–

10 to 15

90

20

30

Intervention Sessions
(hour)
(min)

No

No

No

No

Yes

Follow
Up

English

English

Spanish

English

English

Language

United
States
Canada

Chile

United
States
United
States

Country

Note. PA= Phonological Awareness; Vocab = Vocabulary; Comp = Reading Comprehension; Multi = Multi-Component; CTC = Treatment vs Comparison; MT = Multi-Treatment groups; ST= Single
Treatment group; RD = Reading Disabled; LD = Learning Disabled; SLP= Speech and Language Impairment.

8 Great Word
Patterns
ABRACADABRA

TC

TC

TC

Technology Design
Type
Type

The Great
Videodisc
Quake of ‘89,
Waterford Early Computer
Reading
Program
(WERP)
e-PELS
Computer

Intervention Program Name
Type

Publication
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• The purpose of intervention completely or partially should be about improving reading acquisition.
• The intervention should be based on or assisted by technology.
• The intervention should be carried out on the reading acquisition of first language and studies focusing on second language
learning are excluded.
• The intervention should be based on explicit reading instructional approaches.
• The study should include at least five participants in the intervention.
• The study should be published between 2000 and 2017.
2.3. Coding procedure
In Table 2, the characteristics of the reviewed studies are presented. Articles were categorized based on their intervention types,
that is aligned with the report from National Reading Panel (2000), which means the main categories were phonological awareness,
phonics, vocabulary, comprehension, and fluency. In addition, the multi-component category has been added to represent the intervention programs that target multiple of these key reading categories. Furthermore, the phonological awareness training programs
who heavily involved written letters were put in the phonics category. For the design type of the studies, they are classified into three
categories of Treatment vs. Comparison groups (TC), Multi-Treatment groups (MT), and Single-Treatment group (ST). In addition, the
number of participants in each treatment or control group is written separately. Multiple treatment or control groups are separated by
comma, and groups from multiple experiments in one study are separated with dash. The groups who received the traditional
teaching instruction were considered as control groups. Finally, if total time of intervention (hours) was not explicitly mentioned in
the study, it was estimated by simply multiplying the number of weeks, frequency of sessions per week, and duration of each session
(if available).
3. Results
Overall, 42 number of studies have met the inclusion criteria. The reading programs used in these studies are classified based on
their intervention types, which include phonological awareness, phonics, vocabulary, reading comprehension, fluency, and multicomponent. For each category, it begins with a brief introduction to each intervention type without considering the use of technology, and then, each technology-based intervention program existing in that category is described, alongside the results of the
interventions. Moreover, additional research that did not meet the inclusion criteria is discussed at the end of this chapter. Finally, the
important details and characteristics of these studies are brought in Table 2.
3.1. Phonological awareness
Phonological awareness (PA) is “the understanding of different ways that oral language can be divided into smaller components
and manipulated” (Chard & Dickson, 1999). That means having the capabilities such as isolating, identifying, segmenting, blending,
deleting, adding or substituting the sounds of the smaller units of language such as word, syllable, onset, rime and individual
phonemes. Phonemic awareness is one of the building blocks of phonological awareness, which is the ability to attend to and
manipulate individual phoneme sounds. The other components of phonological awareness are syllable awareness and onset-rime
awareness (Treiman & Zukowski, 1991, pp. 67–83). In the literature, sometimes the term phonemic awareness has been used to
signify phonological awareness.
Phonological awareness at early ages has been proven to be a strong predictor of reading proficiency at later years (Pennington &
Lefly, 2012; Scarborough, 1991). Furthermore, one of the most widely accepted theories of dyslexia describes this disability as a
phonological deficit disorder (Ramus, 2003; Snowling, 2001). Particularly, it is the phonemic awareness subset that has been
identified to be the key to reading success (Melby-Lervåg, Lyster, & Hulme, 2012). According to the report of National Reading Panel
(2000), interventions on teaching phonological awareness in small groups have been more effective than classroom size interventions, and additionally, focusing on one or two phonological awareness skills throughout the intervention will result in larger effect
sizes than teaching three or more phonological awareness skills. Furthermore, it is suggested that involving written letters to manipulate phonemes, will result in better outcomes, especially for older children (Ehri, Nunes, Willows, et al., 2001).
Below, the interventions that aimed at improving phonological awareness by using technology are summarized, and their effects
are briefly mentioned.
3.1.1. LiPS
Torgesen, Wagner, Rashotte, Herron, and Lindamood (2010) used Lindamood Phoneme Sequencing Program for Reading, Spelling,
and Speech (LiPS; Lindamood, Lindamood, & Truch, 1998) which aims at improving the phonemic awareness of children explicitly by
teaching them the articulatory gestures of different phonemes. In addition, the user could do other activities such as tracking
phonemes in words to reinforce their phonemic awareness, by using mouth-form images, color blocks and letters associated with
different phonemes. Once children's skills in phonemic awareness are solidified, they can go on with advanced activities such as
reading and spelling. The Intervention group throughout the immediate posttest and the follow up performed significantly better on
measures of phonemic awareness, phonemic decoding, and rapid automatized naming. Pokorni, Worthington, and Jamison (2004)
have also examined LiPS and found significant gains in PA, especially for blending and segmenting phonemes, but no transfer to
reading or language measures was observed. Finally, it was more effective than the other treatment groups who used Fast ForWord or
433
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Earobics.
3.1.2. Fast ForWord
Pokorni et al. (2004) evaluated three different literacy programs focusing on phonological awareness teaching. Among these
three, was Fast ForWord (FFW; Scientific Learning Corporation, 1997), that is an intervention program based on internet and CDROM, which includes various activities using acoustically processed speech and speech sounds. These activities target various skills
such as phoneme discrimination, listening comprehension, working Memory and auditory word recognition. The gains of this intervention were limited to phonological awareness, and a transfer to reading or language measures was not found. In addition, it was
less effective than the other two treatment groups that used other PA programs called LiPS and Earobics. Cohen, Hare, Boyle, and
Mccartney (2015) tested FFW with children suffering from severe mixed receptive-expressive specific language impairment, but it
showed no more benefits than the comparison groups. The effectiveness of FFW has been evaluated throughout many other studies. A
meta-analysis on its effectiveness concluded that there is no evidence that FFW is an effective treatment for children's oral language
or reading difficulties (Strong, Torgerson, Torgerson, & Hulme, 2011).
3.1.3. Earobics
Pokorni et al. (2004) also evaluated a gamified phonological awareness program called Earobics (Cognitive Concepts, 1998),
which has two sets of gamified activities in step 1 and step 2 to teach Phonological Awareness systematically. However, just the step 2
activities were tested in that study, which consists of games for auditory memory, sound recognition, segmenting sounds, blending
sounds, discrimination of vowel and consonant sounds and recognizing word endings and beginnings. The intervention gains,
however, were limited to phonological awareness, especially in segmenting phonemes, and a transfer to language or reading measures was not found.
3.1.4. PLAY-ON
Magnan, Ecalle, Veuillet, and Collet (2004) tested a computer software called PLAY-ON (Danon-Boileau & Barbier, 2000) which
consists of several gamified phonological awareness training activities. In their study, they just evaluated one audio-visual exercise of
the software, called basket game, which aims at helping children to discriminate the sounds of similar phoneme pairs such as/p/-/b/
,/t/-/d/and/k/-/g/. The sound of a CV syllable (e.g.,/ba/) is played to participants, and then after they listened to the sound, a
basketball falls from the top of the screen and then, they should choose the basket with the right orthographical representation of it
(ba or pa). In the end, from training this game, they found positive effects on a word recognition test. Their result was consistent with
the result of studies that suggested phonological awareness training with letters is more effective than speech-only approaches (Ehri,
Nunes, Willows, et al., 2001).
3.1.5. COMPHOT
Gustafson, Fälth, Svensson, Tjus, and Heimann (2011) evaluated a computerized phonological training program named COMPHOT (Ferreira, Gustafson, & Rönnberg, 2003). It includes four sections which are Rhyme (four exercises), Position (eight exercises),
Addition (five exercises), and Segmentation (three exercises). The exercises are mainly phonological and sound-based, along with a
large number of pictures and limited use of written letters and words. Whenever the child clicks on a picture, the corresponding word
will be played by a natural, recorded voice. An example of tasks is that participants hear a word, and then, they should choose the
picture that rhymes with the heard word, or for instance, they should choose a (picture that has the same initial phoneme as the heard
word. In addition, game-like elements such as showing high score are incorporated into exercises. After the intervention, the post-test
results revealed that it had large effects on reading comprehension, word decoding, and sight word reading; a large to moderate effect
on passage comprehension; and a moderate to small effect on pseudoword reading. However, post-test and follow-up results showed
that intervention was more effective and persistent when it was coupled with reading comprehension instruction (Fälth, Gustafson,
Tjus, Heimann, & Svensson, 2013). Furthermore, results of another intervention study on COMPHOT revealed large effects on word
decoding and text reading and moderate to large effects on phonological awareness (Gustafson, Ferreira, & Ronnberg, 2007).
3.2. Phonics
Phonics refers to “various approaches designed to teach children about the orthographic code of the language and the relationships of spelling patterns to sound patterns” (Stahl, 1992). It is recommended to use a systematic and explicit approach to
phonics for teaching early literacy skills (National Reading Panel, 2000). In addition, it has been indicated that interventions relying
heavily on phonics are more effective for dyslexia remediation (Peterson & Pennington, 2015). There exist different approaches to
phonics, including synthetic phonics (blended phonics), analytic phonics, embedded phonics, analogy phonics, onset-rime phonics,
and phonics through spelling (Ehri, Nunes, Stahl, & Willows, 2001).
Synthetic Phonics which is the most widely accepted approach in English speaking countries is ‘‘an approach to the teaching of
reading in which the phonemes associated with particular graphemes are pronounced in isolation and blended together (synthesized)’’ (Torgerson, Brooks, & Hall, 2006; Wyse & Goswami, 2008). However, in analytic phonics, phonemes associated with graphemes are not pronounced in isolation, and letter-sound associations are taught after the word has been recognized (Ehri, Nunes,
Stahl and Willows, 2001; Torgerson et al., 2006). Embedded Phonics is an implicit approach which teaches letter-sound relations
through the context of reading comprehension (Mesmer & Griffith, 2005; Vaughn et al., 1999). Analogy phonics is an approach that
uses parts of already learned words to acquire and decode new words (Ehri, Nunes, Stahl, et al., 2001). Onset-rime phonics as its
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name suggests is learning letter-sound associations through detecting the sound of letter or cluster of letters before the initial vowel
(onset) and the sound of the rest of the word (rime; Torgerson et al., 2006). Finally, in phonics through spelling, students learn lettersound associations by segmenting words into phonemes and then by writing letters of the individual phonemes to build words (Ehri,
Nunes, Stahl, et al., 2001).
Technology-based phonics interventions found in this review are summarized below, alongside their intervention outcomes.
3.2.1. Lexia
Macaruso, Hook, and McCabe (2006) utilized computer software called Lexia (Lexia Learning Systems, 2001) for their Literacy
teaching intervention. It consists of two different programs, one called Phonics Based Reading (PBR), and the other, Strategies for
Older Students (SOS). PBR consists of 3 levels, 17 skill activities, and 174 units. Phonics-based activities are highly structured and
systematic, and they include multisensory tasks like audio-visual matching and kinesthetic responses. Before that student can work
independently on the activities, the teacher should set the initial level of the program. After finishing PBR activities, students can go
on to SOS activities, which has five levels, 24 skill activities, and 369 units. It starts by building on the user's phonics knowledge, and
it advances throughout the levels. Finally, the results of the intervention showed that children in the treatment group had improved
their reading skills more than the control group, but the difference was not significant. However, if the comparison is limited to ‘at
risk’ students, the improvement in the treatment group is significantly more than the control group.
3.2.2. GraphoGame
In their computer-assisted reading intervention, Saine, Lerkkanen, Ahonen, Tolvanen, and Lyytinen (2011) used a phonics-based
Finnish program called GraphoGame (also known as Ekapeli or Literate; Hintikka, Aro, & Lyytinen, 2005; Lyytinen, Erskine, Kujala,
Ojanen, & Richardson, 2009; Lyytinen, Ronimus, Alanko, Poikkeus, & Taanila, 2007). It consists of a range of gamified practices from
pre-reading to fluency. Its primary objective is to build an automatic phonological-orthographical binding by focusing on training in
matching speech sounds to their written counterparts (Ojanen et al., 2015). It starts with letter-sound relations and then it progresses
to syllable level and the word and pseudoword levels. It is an adaptive program, and it adjusts the difficulty level of the activities to
the performance of the user. Results of this study showed significant gains in letter knowledge, decoding, accuracy, fluency, and
spelling.
In another study, Kyle, Kujala, Richardson, Lyytinen, and Goswami (2013) compared the two component of this program in
English, which are GraphoGame Phoneme (GG Phoneme) and Graphogame Rime (GG Rime). Each component tries to systematically
build the integration of speech sounds to their written forms, though, one at phoneme level and the other at rime level. Both
interventions led to significant gains in reading, spelling and phonological skills. However, the effect size did not differ significantly
between the two interventions. Furthermore, Rosas, Escobar, Ramírez, Meneses, and Guajardo (2017) evaluated the GraphoGame
program with Spanish speaking children from both low and high socio-economic status (SES). Children with low SES showed an
improvement in letter-sound knowledge, while the high SES children in the treatment group improved their Rapid Automatized
Naming (RAN). However, no significant improvement was found in word reading, pseudoword reading and phonological awareness
for both low and high SES children in the treatment group.
3.2.3. Phonological Analysis
Wise, Ring, and Olson (2000) used a computer-assisted intervention named Phonological Analysis. It consists of four sub-programs
called Phonological Analysis with Letters, Nonword Choice, Marvin, and Spello. Phonological Analysis with Letters is designed to
help children practice and learn letter-sound relations. Nonword Choice is an exercise in which a non-word was pronounced by the
computer and then children should choose the right non-word between multiple choices that matched the pronunciation. Marvin is a
similar task, in which an animated mouth pronouncing a non-word is shown, and then the user should decide whether it matched the
displayed non-word or not, and if it did not match, what was the difference. Spello is a task in which the user should enter the right
spelling of a word after hearing its pronunciation by the computer. In the process, the user can listen to the pronunciation of the
entered word at any time to see if it matches the one pronounced by the computer. It aims at teaching the orthographical-phonological relations to children. All the tasks in this intervention are adaptive by automatically increasing or decreasing the difficulty
level, depending on the user's performance. They compared this program with a computerized reading comprehension program
(Accurate Reading in Context), and the results showed that Phonological Analysis program was more effective at improving the
phonological skills, and the effect remained significant after the two years follow-up. However, for word decoding measure, the
difference between the two programs was not significant.
3.2.4. ABRACADABRA
Savage, Abrami, Hipps, and Deault (2009) investigated ABRACADABRA, which is a web-based tool for improving literacy that can
be accessed freely. The flexibility and customizability of ABRACADABRA allowed them to test and compare the effectiveness of two
different approaches to phonics, which are Synthetic Phonics and Analytic Phonics. Synthetic Phonics intervention is aimed at
building the skills for blending and segmenting words at phoneme level. Students were introduced to six letter-sounds each week and
then they were able to build on their acquired letter-sound knowledge for developing the blending and segmenting skills by doing
these activities: “Auditory Blending (blending sounds and choosing a matching picture); Blending Train (identifying a word by
blending its letter sounds); Basic Decoding (sounding out and reading words); and Auditory Segmenting (matching words to their
segmented sounds)“. Each of These activities contained different difficulty levels, and as students progressed, the more demanding
levels were introduced to them.
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Analytic Phonics is aimed at improving skills in distinguishing and manipulating the onset and rime units of words. Letter-sound
associations were presented to students at a slow pace, with the intention of allowing them enough time to practice and learn sound
patterns thoroughly. This intervention approach consists of several activities which are: “Same Word (identifying similar words on
the basis of their sound); Word Matching (matching word cards by their beginning sounds); Rime Matching (matching words that
rhyme); Word Families (making words from the same word family by changing the first letter); and Word Changing (manipulating the
onsets or other letters of words in rhyme families to form a new word)“. Finally, the results of this study revealed that both of the
interventions had significant impacts on literacy scores. Analytic phonics had a marked impact on letter-sound knowledge, but
synthetic phonics influenced more phonological awareness skills in both post-tests and fluency in the second post-test. In 2010,
another study evaluated different implementation styles of ABRACADABRA, and they concluded that the Adaptation group who
applied technology to broader learning themes, benefited the most from the intervention by improving their literacy skills the most
(Savage et al., 2010). In 2015 a meta-analysis investigated the effectiveness of ABRACADABRA, and they found out that it was more
effective on phonemic awareness, phonics, listening comprehension and vocabulary, but it was less effective for fluency and reading
comprehension (Abrami, Borohkovski, & Lysenko, 2015).
3.2.5. RITA
Nicolson, Fawcett, and Nicolson (2000) presented and evaluated a computer-assisted reading program for low readers, called
Reader's Interactive Teaching Assistant (RITA). The teacher has a central role in this program for choosing and planning the activities
that children should do. It used an alphabetically-arranged pad of buttons as an input, and output was in the form of text, picture,
graphics and synthesized or digitized speech. It contained various phonics activities from individual phonemes to the word level. All
of these activities along with a computerized version of books and sounds are available in the Resource Library component. The
results showed a significant improvement in standard literacy scores in RITA group, in comparison to the control group. However,
compared to the other group who received traditional instruction, it was slightly less effective.
3.2.6. Trainertext
Messer and Nash (2017) examined a computer system called Trainertext (Easyread, 2014) which uses visual mnemonics to teach
graphene-phoneme relations. This method incorporates embedded picture mnemonics that can illustrate an object whose name starts
with the target letter, or it can depict an object whose shape is similar to the target letter. In this study, for each English phoneme, a
picture representing the phoneme is shown above it. For example, for the phoneme/a/in the word 'gas', the visual mnemonics of the
Ant in Pink Pants is shown. Therefore, wherever the children struggle to decode, they can click on the letter to see the relevant visual
mnemonics. As the children progress in decoding, the program increases the number of words that should be read, to establish the
mastery of letter-sound knowledge. In order to increase the motivation of children, the system proposes some simple decoding related
games, before and after doing the main activities. The results of the intervention showed that treatment had significant positive
impacts on decoding, phonological awareness, naming speed, phonological short-term memory, and executive loaded working
memory. However, they failed to find any meaningful effect on spelling.
3.2.7. DOT
Gustafson et al. (2007) examined a computerized orthographic training program, named DOT (Gustafson, Ferreira, & Rönnberg,
2003), which includes four different sections containing a total of eleven exercises. These sections are word reading (four exercises),
text reading (two exercises), word parts (two exercises), and building words (three exercises). The exercises are heavily based on
written letters, morphemes, words and texts, as well as the link to their sounds. Therefore, users can click on written forms, and the
computer sounds them out. In addition, game-like elements such as performance, high score list, and happy or sad auditory response
feedback are included in the program. Results of the intervention showed an improvement in reading-related skills, notably large
effects on word decoding and text reading and moderate to large effect on phonological awareness. However, there was not any
statistically significant superiority to the comparison group who received ordinary special instruction.
3.2.8. Chassymo
Ecalle, Kleinsz, and Magnan (2013) ran experiments involving a software called Chassymo (Ecalle, Magnan, & Jabouley, 2010),
which focuses on training the grapho-syllabic relations in words. The student hears a syllable, then, 500 ms later, written form of the
syllable will be displayed, and then, 500 ms later, the sound of a word will be played, now the student should choose if the syllable
was present in the heard word or not, and if it was present, what was its position in the word (initial, median or final). Corrective
feedback is displayed after the trial, by showing the word and highlighting the syllable in green. Its training set consists of 600 bisyllabic and tri-syllabic words. The results of this study revealed that this grapho-syllabic intervention was more effective than a
grapho-phonemic program, on measures of silent and aloud word reading, as well as reading comprehension.
3.2.9. Oppositions Phonologiques
Ecalle et al. (2013) used a piece of software called Oppositions Phonologiques (Revy, 2005) in their reading intervention study. It
aims at teaching the graphene-phoneme relations, by focusing on phonological oppositions such as p/b, t/d, and m/n. 10 phonological oppositions are chosen for the program and for each one 50 pairs of words are included. The child is presented with the pair of
written words differing in one phoneme, and then, one of the words is played, and the child should decide which of the two words
was heard. Then, the corrective feedback was displayed by highlighting the correct word in green. The outcome data of this intervention study revealed that this grapho-phonemic approach was less effective on word reading and comprehension than a grapho436
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syllabic approach used by another treatment group.
3.2.10. 8 Great Word Patterns
Moser, Morrison, and Wilcox (2017) evaluated a software application called 8 Great Word Patterns (Moser, 2012), which teaches
the common word structures and patterns. It has eight levels of instruction, containing a total of 88 lessons. It focuses on one-syllable
words, and it teaches students the common patterns of consonants, vowels, digraphs, and morphemes in words. It allows the students
to manipulate word structures by using activities such as blending, segmenting, substituting and sequencing. After finishing these
lessons, children went on to practice word identification in connected text. Finally, the outcome of the intervention showed no
significant difference in rate and accuracy of oral reading and motivation to read, between the intervention and the comparison
groups. However, the intervention group outperformed the control group on measures of spelling, vocabulary, and comprehension.
3.3. Vocabulary
Vocabulary is “the knowledge of meanings of words” (Kamil & Hiebert, 2005). However, vocabulary knowledge is not only
knowing the definition of the words, but also knowing how they fit into the world (Stahl, 2005). The correlational relationship
between vocabulary and comprehension has long been established, and many studies have shown that vocabulary size at early ages is
a strong predictor of reading comprehension later on (Cunningham & Stanovich, 1997; Scarborough, Neuman, & Dickinson, 2001;
Sénéchal & Ouellette, 2006).
Vocabulary size varies in individuals, even before entering the school the gap between children can be large (Hart & Risley, 2003;
Hoff, 2003) and unfortunately this gap tends to become larger as they grow (Biemiller & Slonim, 2001; Hart & Risley, 1995). The kids
who have larger vocabulary knowledge, have better reading comprehension and tend to engage themselves more in reading activities
and hence, they will acquire more vocabulary through incidental acquisition, and on the other hand, children with poor vocabulary
knowledge, avoid extensive, independent reading activities because of their poor comprehension and thus, acquire less new words
(Nagy, 2005). Therefore, it is vital to help students extend their vocabulary knowledge at early ages through long-term and comprehensive instruction (Nagy, 2005; Neuman & Dwyer, 2009).
There are four types of vocabularies, which are listening, speaking, reading and writing vocabularies. The first two, build spoken
vocabulary and the latter two, form written vocabulary. In addition, vocabulary knowledge can be divided into two categories of
receptive and productive. Receptive vocabulary is those that a person can recognize through listening or reading, while productive
vocabulary is the words that one can utilize during speaking or writing. Finally, sight vocabulary is a subcategory of reading vocabulary that does not require explicit word decoding (National Reading Panel, 2000). From the effective approaches for teaching
vocabulary, we can mention direct or explicit instruction, using multimedia methods, teaching mnemonic strategies and instructing
morphemic analysis (Kuder, 2017). Indirect instruction or simply encouraging children to engage themselves in extensive independent reading or reading aloud to them, which causes incidental acquisition of new words, is a vital part to vocabulary learning,
as well (Cunningham, 2005, pp. 45–68). Effective instructions rely highly on multimedia aspects, richness of context in which
vocabulary is learned, active engagement of children, and multiple exposures to words (National Reading Panel, 2000).
The section below presents the summary of the vocabulary interventions found in the reviewed papers. However, to our biggest
surprise, only one paper that incorporated technology to instruct first language vocabulary is found.
3.3.1. The Great Quake of ’89
Xin and Rieth (2001) evaluated a video-assisted vocabulary instruction by using a videodisc called The Great Quake of ’89, which
is created by ABC News and focuses on the 1989 San Francisco earthquake. It contains an hour of video content in 28 chapters. Thirty
words were selected, which were depicted in the video and were suitable for teaching to target students with learning disability. The
students watched the videos, as well as some other activities to reinforce the acquisition of the target words. These activities included
a reading comprehension task with six narrative texts of 150 words length, each containing five of target words and 10 comprehension questions, as well as a sentence cloze task, in which students should fill in the blanks with target words, and finally, reading
and discussing a set of illustrative sentences, each containing an underlined target word that also depicts a scene in the video. The
results of the study showed that children in video-assisted group statistically outperformed non-video group on word meaning
acquisition. However, no significant difference was observed in word generalization and reading comprehension.
3.4. Reading comprehension
Reading Comprehension is defined as “the construction of meaning of a written or spoken communication through a reciprocal,
holistic interchange of ideas between the interpreter and the message in a particular communicative context. Note: The presumption
here is that meaning resides in the intentional problem-solving, thinking processes of the interpreter during such an interchange, that
the content of meaning is influenced by that person's prior knowledge and experience, and that the message so constructed by the
receiver may or may not be congruent with the message sent.” (Harris & Hodges, 1995). Obviously, the ultimate goal of acquiring
different literacy skills from phonemic awareness to vocabulary learning and fluency is to be able to comprehend texts efficiently and
to produce texts that are comprehensible for others.
Since various skills are involved in proficient reading comprehension, a deficit to one or multiple of these skills can cause an
impairment to the comprehension level. A source of comprehension difficulty can come from a deficit to one or multiple of these
skills: lexical processes, working memory, cognitive inhibition, attention allocation, inference making, comprehension monitoring
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and knowledge, in which Lexical processes include phonological skills, semantic skills, and visual word recognition. (Kendeou, Van
Den Broek, Helder, & Karlsson, 2014; Nation, 2005). Therefore, each individual with reading comprehension difficulty can have a
different underlying problem, resulting in a different reading profile (Cain & Oakhill, 2006).
Plenty of studies have proposed and evaluated different reading comprehension intervention methods, but the most common
interventions in the literature are those that try to teach readers some strategies to improve comprehension skills, such as comprehension monitoring, inference making, cooperative learning, question generating and answering, identifying main idea, summarizing, predicting, and recognizing the structure (Gersten, Fuchs, Williams, & Baker, 2001; Mckeown, Beck, & Blake, 2009;
National Reading Panel, 2000). However, these strategies can differ for comprehension of narrative texts and comprehension of
expository texts. For narrative texts, strategies such as using story maps, retelling the story, making predictions and answering
comprehension questions can be taught. On the other hand, for expository texts, strategies like recognizing the structure, summarizing, main idea identification and graphic organizers can be used (Gersten et al., 2001).
Below, the technology-based reading comprehension interventions of this review are summarized, and their effects are mentioned.
3.4.1. Comprehension Booster
Horne (2017) used a computerized intervention program called Comprehension Booster (Lucid Research, 2010). It is created to
ameliorate the reading and listening comprehension of 7–14 years old children. It consists of 70 fictions and 70 non-fiction passages.
It has seven different difficulty level. Each passage will be followed by multiple-choice comprehension questions, and depending on
the answers of the student, it can decide to change the difficulty level of the program or continue with the same difficulty level. The
texts are accompanied by images, and the reader can select each word to hear the pronunciation, or to see its definition. It also
includes asking questions and answering alongside immediate corrective feedback. The results of the intervention showed significant
improvement in reading accuracy and comprehension for the intervention group.
3.4.2. CASTLE
Sung, Chang, and Huang (2008) presented and investigated a computer-assisted tool for teaching reading comprehension strategies to sixth-grade children. It is named CASTLE, which is the abbreviation of Computer Assisted Strategy Teaching and Learning
Environment. They extended the Selection-Organization-Integration (SOI) model of text comprehension (Mayer, 1996) by proposing
the model of Attention-Selection-Organization-Integration-Monitoring (ASOIM). This model formed the basis of their computerassisted strategy-teaching tool by allowing the students to learn and practice the strategies for each component of the model. For
Attention component, they used self-questioning and error detection strategies to improve the concentration of the readers. For
Selection component, concept map blank-filling and highlighting strategies are used in order to teach students to select important
messages. For Organization component, concept map correction and inference blank-filling strategies have been used to teach students the way to organize the messages in an article. For Integration component, proposition-combining and summarization strategies have been incorporated to teach students how to integrate the knowledge gained from reading the texts. Finally, the monitoring strategy of the Monitoring component is aimed at teaching the readers to monitor their performances while performing
previous strategies. For facilitating the interaction of the user, an agent using voice instruction was incorporated to guide the users
through work procedure, the interface, and feedback. Finally, the results of the intervention showed that the experimental group
outperformed the control group in reading comprehension and the use of comprehension strategies.
3.4.3. -IS
Omega-IS (Omega-Interactive Sentence; Heimann, Lundälv, Tjus, & Nelson, 2004) is a reading comprehension training program
tested by Gustafson et al. (2011). Its focus is on word and sentence level of reading. It begins from two-word sentences (noun + verb)
and three-word sentences (noun + verb + noun), and it reaches to the level of constructing stories by choosing between different
characters and scenarios for increasing the engagement and motivation of the child. The participant clicks on text buttons containing
words or phrases and constructs the sentence. Then, a pre-recorder human voice reads the sentence, and in addition, an animation
illustrates it. The program contains more than 1900 possible sentences with speech and animation. The posttest results from the
intervention revealed large effects on passage comprehension and sight word reading, large to moderate effects on word decoding
and pseudoword reading, and moderate to large effects on reading comprehension. Though, post-test and follow-up results revealed
that intervention was more effective and persistent when it was combined with phonological awareness instruction (Fälth et al.,
2013).
3.4.4. Accurate Reading in Context
Wise et al. (2000) evaluated a computer-assisted reading comprehension program, called Accurate Reading in Context. Stories were
available in ten directories, which corresponded to ten difficulty levels, and children chose stories from their appropriate grade level.
During reading, if children could not read a word, they could click on the target word, and at first, it highlighted the word, and if it
was a regular word, it was broken to segments to help the child pronounce it. If the child clicked on it again, the computer pronounced it itself. After the reading, children had to answer comprehension questions, and if they missed a question, the program
brought them back to the corresponding section in the story. In addition, through teachers, children were presented with different
strategies of reading comprehension, such as making predictions, generating questions and summarizing. Then, they were encouraged to incorporate these strategies into their computerized reading sessions. Finally, they compared the results of this intervention with the results of a phonics program (Phonological Analysis). They concluded that although it improved the literacy skills of
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children, it was less effective than the other approach in improving phonological skills. Furthermore, there were not any significant
differences between two programs on word reading measures.
3.4.5. LoCoTex
Potocki, Ecalle, and Magnan (2013) examined a computer-assisted comprehension program, named LoCoTex. It consists of three
modules with a total of 36 narrative texts of varying lengths and each having up to three non-fictional characters. The first module
aims at strengthening the literal comprehension of children. The child reads the text and answers the multi-choice comprehension
questions. If the child struggles to answer correctly, the passage containing the response will be highlighted, and the child has the
chance to reread it and answer the question again. The second module aims at promoting coherence or text-connecting inferencing
skills. It uses anaphoric resolution exercises, in which the child has to match the anaphoric substitute (e.g., “it”, “the little girl”) with
its right referent (e.g., “the ball”, “Anna”). The third module aims at fostering children's knowledge-based or gap-filling inferencing
skills. In this module, after reading the text, children have to answer gap-filling questions, and if the answer was correct, they have to
click on the words that lead them to this answer. Otherwise, if the answer was incorrect, the clue words will be highlighted and then
the question will be asked again. The result of this study showed a lasting effect in listening and reading comprehension. However,
the effects on vocabulary and comprehension monitoring were less distinct.
3.4.6. e-PELS
Ponce, López, and Mayer (2012) investigated the effectiveness of a computer-based system called e-PELS (“Programa de Entrenamiento en Lectura Significativa” or “Program in Deep Reading Comprehension”). It teaches multiple strategies for reading
comprehension, including underlining, paraphrasing, self-questioning, text structure, summarizing, using interactive graphic organizers and finally conceptualizing strategies. Children start with reading a short text and then, with the help of the teacher they apply
different strategies sequentially and systematically. The system contains 30 texts, but it is also possible for the teachers to add their
own texts. The results of the intervention revealed that the intervention group improved their reading comprehension skills significantly more than the control group, and the intervention was more effective for low-achieving children.
3.5. Fluency
Reading fluency is the ultimate level that reading instructions aim to reach, and it has a bidirectional relationship with reading
comprehension (Klauda & Guthrie, 2008). Despite the apparent general familiarity with fluency, there have been several different
definitions of it in the literature, which indicates that fluency is a complex and multifaceted construct (Hudson, Pullen, Lane, &
Torgesen, 2009). A more recent definition of fluency is “Fluency combines accuracy, automaticity, and oral reading prosody, which,
taken together, facilitate the reader's construction of meaning. It is demonstrated during oral reading through ease of word recognition, appropriate pacing, phrasing, and intonation. It is a factor in both oral and silent reading that can limit or support
comprehension.“ (Kuhn, Schwanenflugel, & Meisinger, 2010).
Reading fluency integrates every process, skill and subskill in reading (Wolf & Katzir-Cohen, 2001), but broadly speaking it
consists of three components of accuracy, automaticity, and prosody (Calet, Gutiérrez-Palma, & Defior, 2016; Erekson, 2003; LaBerge
& Samuels, 1974; Rasinski, 2006). Automaticity is defined as “fluent processing of information that requires little effort or attention”
(Harris & Hodges, 1995). On the other hand, prosody refers to ‘‘stress, rhythm, intonation, and pause structure in speech and serves a
wide range of linguistic and affective functions” (Patel & McNab, 2011).
There have been various intervention approaches for reading fluency, but according to the report of National Reading Panel
(2000), most of them fall into these two categories of repeated oral reading practice and those approaches that try to increase
independent or recreational reading. The first category includes repeated reading (Samuels, 1979), neurological impress (Heckelman,
1969), radio reading (Greene, 1979), paired reading (Topping, 1987), etc. The second category includes approaches such as sustained
silent reading (Hunt, 1970) and accelerated reader (Renaissance Learning, 1986). Finally, in their review of fluency interventions,
National Reading Panel has concluded that repeated oral reading approaches have proven to be more effective than other approaches.
More recent review studies have come to the same conclusion by admitting the effectiveness of repeated reading approach (M. K.
Kim, Bryant, Bryant, & Park, 2017; Lee & Yoon, 2017; Stevens, Walker, & Vaughn, 2016).
Below, the instructional mechanisms of the computerized fluency interventions found in the reviewed papers, as well as the
outcome of their interventions are summarized.
3.5.1. Accelerated reader
Nunnery, Ross, and McDonald (2006) evaluated Accelerated Reader (AR; Renaissance Learning, 1986) which has been widely used
in thousands of United States’ schools throughout the years. It is a computer-assisted program that helps teachers and students to
monitor, motivate and personalize the practice of reading. It provides comprehension quizzes at the end of each reading material, and
through this feedback, it determines the reading level (zone of proximal development) of the student, and then, other reading
materials matching this level will be available to be selected for future reading. Meanwhile, the teacher has access to the information
such as results of quizzes, reading level, and amount of words read by the student. Thus, at any time if a student is struggling, the
teacher can decide to intervene by monitoring the student more closely or providing more personalized instruction. The reading
practices can be in three forms. The materials can be read to the students (reading aloud); it can be read with the students (paired
reading), or it can be read independently by the students. Nunnery et al. found that students using accelerated reader exhibited
significantly higher improvement rate in reading achievement, in comparison to the control group. In addition, they concluded that
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the effect was higher among lower grades. Furthermore, it reduced the negative effect of learning disability among those students.
Shannon, Styers, Wilkerson, and Peery (2015) also evaluated Accelerated Reader across some elementary grades and concluded that
students engaged in this computerized approach, exhibited statistically significant positive impact on their reading achievement.
Additionally, another intervention study on AR showed that high AR users had a significantly higher improvement in their reading
comprehension than low or average AR users (Johnson & Howard, 2003). Finally, the report from National Literacy Trust (Clark &
Cunningham, 2016) indicated that in comparison to the students who did not use accelerated reader, the ones who used it enjoy
reading more, read more frequently, and think more positive about reading.
3.5.2. Reading Acceleration Program
López-escribano (2016) tested Reading Acceleration Program (RAP; Breznitz & Nevat, 2004) with Spanish dyslexic children. It is
aimed at improving the reading fluency by increasing the reading rate. First, after allowing the user to read a certain amount of text at
self-pace and answering the corresponding comprehension questions, it calculates the user's current reading rate and next time, the
text will begin disappearing letter by letter from the start of the sentence at a pace relevant to the reading rate of the user. Multiple
choice comprehension questions will follow each reading task. If the user answers them 100% correctly, the program will increase the
pace of text disappearance with a small increment. If the user answers comprehension questions wrongly (less than 80%), it will
decrease the speed of text disappearance. Finally, if the user answers the questions between 80% and 100%, it will not change the
pace of the text disappearance. In that study, López-Escribano concluded that this intervention could improve the reading rate of
proficient comprehenders while maintaining their comprehension level and it can increase the comprehension level of poor comprehenders, albeit without improving their reading rate. This approach was tested in a study involving English children with reading
disability, and it was successfully improved the fluency sub-processes of children, but it was not more effective than the traditional
repeated reading method used by control group (Paige, 2011). Another study using RAP concluded that intervention resulted in an
improvement on comprehension level of reading disabled Dutch children during fast-paced reading (Snellings, van der Leij, de Jong,
& Blok, 2015). Furthermore, another study on using this text-fading approach with German children showed that children in
treatment group significantly improved their sentence reading fluency in a standardized reading test (Nagler et al., 2015). In another
study, RAP was accompanied with the instruction of a set of self-regulation of attention and engagement strategies and the results
showed that the group using RAP significantly improved their silent sentence reading rate, as well as lexical comprehension (Niedo,
Lee, Breznitz, & Berninger, 2014).
3.5.3. Computerized flashcard training
(Steenbeek-Planting, van Bon, & Schreuder, 2012) have tested a computerized flashcard training approach (Van Den Bosch, van
Bon, & Schreuder, 1995), which displays single words with phonological CVC structure, one at a time with a limited exposure time,
and students are instructed to sound out the words as fast as they can. The experimenter records the correctness of verbal responses
and, the response times are recorded in the computer so that the system can automatically adapt the exposure time of the words. In
order to keep the accuracy level approximately constant, it decreases the presentation time if the student responds correctly to a
certain amount of words, and it increases the presentation time if the student struggles to read aloud the words correctly. At each
session, the student works on 100 words that are randomly taken from the training set. In one treatment group, every misread word
was eliminated from the training set, so that the next time students only work on their past successes in addition to new words.
However, in the other group, they did the opposite, and it was the correctly pronounced words, which were eliminated from further
training so that the students can focus on their past failures, and the new words. The result of the intervention showed that it was
effective in improving the word reading fluency and the effect transferred to untrained words as well. There was not a significant
difference between the groups focusing on their successes or their failures. However, the children with lower initial reading level
benefited more from focusing on successes, and conversely, the children who had higher initial reading level benefited more from
focusing on their failures. However, results of another study using computerized flashcard training showed that children with low
initial reading level improved more when focused on their failures and children with high initial reading level, improved more when
focused on their successes (Steenbeek-Planting, Van Bon, & Schreuder, 2013, pp. 281–291).
3.5.4. ReadN’Karaoke
(Patel & McNab, 2011) assessed an oral reading software called ReadN’Karaoke, which aims at promoting fluency through a
guided repeated reading approach but with particular attention to prosody. In order to increase reading expressivity, it manipulates
text into different formats to represent each of fundamental frequency (pitch), Intensity (loudness), duration (length), and a combination of them. The spacing between characters and words are used to represent the duration of a word and pause between words,
respectively. Three shades of font color (black, grey and light grey) is used to show the intensity variations of the text. Finally, the text
is fitted to the fundamental frequency contours to represent pitch variations of the text. These manipulated text formats were
extracted from the recordings of a fluent adult reader. During the training session, the student should read the text in standard and
each of manipulated formats, as well as combination of them. Students can listen to the samples of a fluent adult reader and then read
it by themselves. Their voice will be recorded; they can listen to it; also they will get the necessary feedback from the experimenter,
and finally, they can reread and rerecord all over again. Results of this brief one session training showed that manipulated text,
presenting fundamental frequency variations has produced the most expressivity in participants. However, there was not any significant difference in prosodic variations of standard reading between baseline and post-training. Later, the next version of this
software replaced manipulated text formats with augmented text by overlaid cues of pitch, duration, and intensity (Patel, Kember, &
Natale, 2014). The results of a longer three-session training with this new version showed that participants transferred pitch and word
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duration variations to the standard reading of post-training session.
3.6. Multi-component
It is recommended for the interventions to contain explicit instruction in all key reading categories, including phonological
awareness, phonics, vocabulary, comprehension, and fluency (National Reading Panel, 2000). There are multiple reasons for this.
First, reading is a multifaceted skill that involves many different processes and all of them are important for becoming a skilled
reader, and any impairment to each of these processes can lead to difficulty in reading. Second, every individual has a different
reading profile, and not all of struggling readers are suffering from the same issue (Cain & Oakhill, 2006). Therefore, a powerful
intervention will cover all the aspects of reading to make sure no aspect is neglected. A more powerful reading intervention can assess
each individual's weaknesses and strengths to provide a more personalized and tailored instruction.
Below, the multi-component reading intervention programs found in the reviewed papers are summarized, and their effects are
briefly mentioned.
3.6.1. READ 180
(J. S. Kim, Samson, Fitzgerald, & Hartry, 2010) utilized a computer-assisted program called READ 180, which includes various
reading activities. It contains four different parts, which are Reading Zone, Word Zone, Spelling Zone and Success Zone. Reading Zone
is a section, which provides basic phonics instruction; Word Zone tries to help children achieve fluent Word Reading; Spelling Zone
tries to improve spelling abilities for target words, and lastly, Success Zone is a section in which children should answer comprehension questions, and it records their oral reading as well. The results of the intervention found no significant impact on measures of
word reading efficiency, reading comprehension and vocabulary. However, in another study, J. S. Kim, Capotosto, Hartry, &
Fitzgerald (2011) evaluated the READ 180 Enterprise, and the results showed that the treatment group outperformed the control
group on measures of vocabulary and reading comprehension, but not on spelling and oral reading fluency.
3.6.2. Alphie's Alley
Chambers et al. (2011) tested a computer-assisted tutoring system named Alphie's Alley (Danis, Rainville, Therrien, Tucker, &
Abrami, 2005), as an intervention for improving the literacy skills of struggling readers. Its basic function is to assess the individual's
literacy performance, and then, to create an individualized plan tailored to their needs. It consists of 12 types of activities from
various aspects of literacy. Here is the list of these activities: 1- Letter identification 2- Letter writing 3- Auditory blending 4- Auditory
segmenting 5- Sight words 6- Word-level blending 7- Spelling 8- Story preparation 9- Tracking 10- Fluency 11- Comprehension
Questions 12- Graphic Organizers. In addition, it utilizes embedded multimedia such as animation, picture, and video. Furthermore,
through video vignette or written suggestions, it provides performance support to the tutors helping them address students' specific
problems. The results of the study indicated that first graders in experimental group exhibited significantly more improvement in
reading achievement in comparison to the control group who practiced one-to-one tutoring. However, second graders in the experimental group showed no significant difference to the control group. In another study, Chambers et al. (2008) evaluated the
effectiveness of Alphie's Alley and the results revealed that students whose tutors fully implemented this computer-assisted tutoring
program, showed significant improvement on measures of letter-word identification, word attack, and fluency, but no significant
difference was found for comprehension. Results of another study (Madden & Slavin, 2017) showed that tutoring with Alphie had a
substantial positive effect on measures of reading, and also the effect size was larger for second and third grade participants than first
graders.
3.6.3. Read, write, and type
Torgesen et al. (2010) evaluated computer-assisted instructions in order to prevent future failures in children at risk of dyslexia. In
one of their computer-assisted instructions, they used a program called Read, Write, and Type which was created by Dr. Jeanine
Herron (Herron, 1995). It is a program to teach basic literacy knowledge by practicing phonetic spelling and writing skills through
using colorful animation, digitized speech, and an engaging storyline. It explicitly teaches phonological awareness, letter-sound
association, and phonemic decoding. It also aims at improving the keyboard typing skill of young children. The results from the posttest and follow-up showed significant improvements in phonemic awareness, phonemic decoding, and rapid naming, in the intervention group in comparison to the control group.
3.6.4. Letter Prince
(van de Ven, de Leeuw, van Weerdenburg, & Steenbeek-Planting, 2017) tested a mobile game for improving early literacy, called
Letter Prince (Letterprins; Steenbeek-Planting, Boot et al, 2013) on measures of pseudoword reading, word decoding, fluency and
reading motivation. Letter Prince is a reading game in which children have to help a character (Letter Prince) to slay a dragon and
enter a castle. For this goal, by doing some reading exercises, the player helps the character to collect necessary items such as wooden
sword or shield. There are four types of exercises in the game. The first is a graphene-phoneme conversion, in which a letter is
displayed, and the child has to say it out loud, and test assistant will decide if the child said it correctly or not. The second exercise is a
semantic categorization task, in which the children have to decide whether a word belongs to a certain category or not. The third
exercise is a sentence verification task, which presents a short sentence, followed by a short question, and the child has to decide
whether the sentence is semantically plausible or not. Eventually, the fourth exercise is a flashcard training that presents a letter or a
word for a short amount of time and then after it disappears, the child has to indicate to the test assistant which word or letter was
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presented. The game incorporates several reward types including stars after completing each level, showing an encouraging prerecorded video, and virtual stickers. In addition, the difficulty of the game is adapted to child's ability level, in order to be neither too
easy nor too difficult. The results revealed a positive effect for pseudoword reading and text reading fluency, but no effect was found
for word decoding or reading motivation.
3.6.5. MindPlay Virtual Reading Coach
Schneider et al. (2016) evaluated an online reading program called MindPlay Virtual Reading Coach (MVRC; MindPlay, 2012). At
first, through MindPlay Universal Screener, it assesses the reading skills of children and then it creates an individualized syllabus for
each student, containing direct, systematic and explicit instructions on phonemic awareness, phonics, vocabulary, comprehension,
fluency, and grammar, aligned with common core standards (National Governors Association, 2010). In addition to interactive
lessons, it also provides pre-recorded videos from reading specialists and speech pathologists. Large effect sizes have been observed
for the overall intervention, reading fluency and non-word spelling, whereas a moderate effect size was found for real word spelling.
However, this study failed to find any significant effect size for non-word and real word reading.
3.6.6. Waterford Early Reading Program
(Cassady & Smith, 2005) investigated the effect of Waterford Early Reading Program (WERP) on first graders’ reading skills. It is an
adaptive computer program that integrates the class-based assessments, instructional activities and instructional materials for a
systematic approach. It covers all the key reading components of phonological awareness, phonics, vocabulary, comprehension, and
fluency. It has three levels, with each level containing instructional activities for a full year, as well as take-home activities. The
results of the intervention showed that children in the intervention group outperformed the ones in the comparison group and the
intervention was more beneficial for children with low initial reading level.
3.7. Additional research
Although no conference paper met the inclusion criteria, it is important to mention that they are a valuable source of information
in designing technology-based reading interventions. Most of the conference papers are mainly focused on the developed technological approaches. They describe the innovative methods to remediate reading difficulties, but in general, they do not include
experimentation to validate their approaches. However, for completeness, selected conference papers are included in this review.
Tzouveli, Schmidt, Schneider, Symvonis, and Kollias (2008) presented an adaptive assistive reading tool called AGENT-DYSL,
which uses speech and image recognition to detect both the error types and the affective state of the individual. Then, based on the
created profile of the user and the re-evaluation sessions, it provides the assistive functions such as changing font attributes, highlighting, and pre-emptive reading.
C.-Y. Lin, Yu, Chen, Huang, and Lin (2016) explored the use of a Mobile Augmented Reality (MAR) application called Aurasma,
which interposes virtual objects on the real-world environment via camera. It scans the words on flash cards and shows related
educational materials such as videos, animation or data.
Daud and Abas (2014) described a mobile app called Dyslexia Baca that is developed based on the ADDIE model, which has five
phases of Analysis, Design, Development, Implementation, and Evaluation. It is intended to teach Malay letter recognition to dyslexics by emphasizing the identification of confusing letters, such as letters/p/and/b/.
Rello, Bayarri, and Gorriz (2012) presented a game application called Dyseggxia that used the analysis of errors written by
dyslexics to design their exercises. It consists of five phonics activities for Spanish, which are insertion, omission, substitution,
derivation, and separation. In addition, three different levels of difficulty are created such that when the level of difficulty is increased, less frequent and longer words with more complex morphology are used (Luz Rello, Bayarri, & Gòrriz, 2013).
Bittencourt, Savino, Fernandes, and Boueri Rebello (2016) described the workflow of developing a mobile application targeting
6–9 years old dyslexics. The design process was started by observing the speech therapists’ sessions with dyslexic children, and then,
based on the observed activities two digital games called Corrida and Memória are developed, addressing syllable awareness and
working memory, correspondingly. In addition, they have outlined the principles of mobile accessibility for dyslexics in terms of text,
layout, and navigation.
4. Analytical vision of the reviewed work
This paper has identified and reviewed studies on technology-based and technology-assisted reading interventions for elementary
grades. The review resulted in 42 articles and 32 programs. Thus, in this article, the content and instructional mechanisms of reading
intervention programs were summarized, alongside the outcome of their interventions. The important details and characteristics of
these studies are brought in Table 2. In this section, different aspects of reading intervention studies are analyzed.
4.1. Measures
Since there were many differences in study designs and too many different variables were involved in these studies, it was
considered that conducting a meta-analysis would not bring sufficiently reliable results. Apart from the author-devised measures, 72
different measures were found that have been used 117 times over the studies. Fig. 3 shows the measures that have been used the
most. These frequently used measures are: Test of Word Reading Efficiency (TOWRE; Torgesen, Rashotte, & Wagner, 1999),
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Fig. 3. Frequency of the measures throughout the studies.

Woodcock-Johnson Tests of Achievement (Schrank, Mather, & McGrew, 2014; Woodcock, McGrew, & Mather, 2001), Rapid Automatized Naming (Denckla & Rudel, 1974; Wolf & Denckla, 2005), Gates-MacGinitie Reading Test (GMRT; Macginitie, Macginitie,
Cooter, Cooter, & Curry, 1989; MacGinitie, MacGinitie, Maria, Dreyer, & Hughes, 2000), Wide Range Achievement Test (WRAT;
Jastak & Wilkinson, 1984), Comprehensive Test of Phonological Processing (CTOPP; Wagner, Torgesen, & Rashotte, 1999), Grey Oral
Reading Tests (GORT; Wiederholt & Bryant, 1992, Wiederholt & Bryant, 2001), Group Reading Assessment and Diagnostic Evaluation
(GRADE; K. T. Williams, 2001), British Ability Scales: Second Edition (BAS II; Elliott, 1996), and Timé2 (Écalle, 2004). Category
Other 1 in this figure represents the number of measures that are used only once in the review, and Other 2 represents the number of
measures that are used twice.
Fifty percent of the studies used only the standardized measures, twelve percent only used author-devised measures, and thirtyeight percent used a combination of both. The analysis of measures based on the intervention types shows that multi-component
studies had highest rates (70%) in using only standardized measures, which is understandable, as they target several reading skills
that can be evaluated by general reading tests and there is no need for author-devised measures. Fluency and phonological awareness
(58% and 50%) are the next intervention types who used standardized measures more often. It might be due to the powerful existing
measures for these two skills, or the generality of these two skills, which can be evaluated as a whole. However, a smaller number of
phonics studies (33%) used only standardized measures, and it might be due to the difference in phonics interventions, as different
skills were targeted, from phoneme-graphene matching to using bigger chunks such as morphemes, syllables, and whole words.
Comprehension (16%) used a lower amount of purely standardized tests because most of the comprehension studies tried to teach
certain comprehension strategies to the children, and alongside evaluating the comprehension skill, some authors devised tests to
measure how good they learned to apply the taught strategies. Only one vocabulary intervention is used in the review, but generally
vocabulary interventions use mostly author-devised tests (National Reading Panel, 2000), and it is due to the sheer amount of
individual vocabulary knowledge, in comparison to the limited amount of vocabulary taught in an intervention, which makes it really
difficult to have an impact on the general vocabulary knowledge measured by standardized tests, and this motivates the researchers
to devise measures for limiting the tests to the taught words. Altogether, this leads to the conclusion that comparing the results of the
technology-based reading tools can be conducted using meta-analysis, however, to be sufficiently reliable, it requires a significant
number of published studies with rigorous experiment designs (i.e., studies must include a control group, randomization, etc.).
4.2. Interventions
As illustrated in Fig. 4, studies that used phonics, fluency or multi-component, hold bigger shares. It is normal that few studies
used phonological awareness intervention, because this approach is most effective in pre-elementary education and when children
start elementary grades, it becomes less effective (Bus & van IJzendoorn, 1999; Ehri, Nunes, Willows, et al., 2001). Thus, a significant
number of the interventions focused on phonics by teaching phonological-orthographical matching.
Despite the high number of studies focusing on fluency, they have used only four different programs. This lack of variety may
show the difficulty of designing a fluency-based intervention. When these four programs are looked more closely, it becomes more
apparent that there is a lack of a well-rounded approach to fluency interventions. Flashcard training only works on word recognition
automaticity, ReadN’Karaoke focuses solely on prosody, RAP concentrates on reading rate, and finally, AR is a reading practice
monitoring system that encourages independent reading without providing any reading instruction. Therefore, none of the reviewed
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Fig. 4. Distribution of reviewed studies and programs based on intervention type.

programs provides a holistic approach for improving fluency, considering its complex and multifaceted nature. The use of technology
to improve the automaticity and speed of reading can be really useful, especially because, automaticity and speed in reading needs
mastery in multiple levels of decoding, but, in typical school conditions there is not enough practice for struggling readers to reach
mastery levels in decoding (Vellutino, Fletcher, Snowling, & Scanlon, 2004).
Despite the high variability of intervention programs in phonics, comprehension and phonological awareness, they are similar.
For example, phonics interventions are mainly targeting phonological-orthographic matching, and comprehension interventions are
specifically instructing certain strategies of comprehension. However, as mentioned previously, fluency intervention programs are
very different; this explains the existing uncertainty about the effectiveness of the current fluency intervention approaches and the
need for better solutions. Innovative approaches can automatically adapt themselves to the learner's capacity; they modulate the
difficulty of challenges of the gamified context allowing the acquisition of automaticity. Gamified approaches are specifically useful
for fostering fluency; they can motivate the learners, increase the adherence and engagement for long-time training leading to
automaticity.
It is surprising that only one article on vocabulary intervention that met the inclusion criteria of this study was found. Despite
knowing the prominent role of vocabulary knowledge on reading failure and its clear link with reading comprehension (Ouellette,
2006; Scarborough et al., 2001; Sénéchal & Ouellette, 2006), it is surprising to see so few technology-based vocabulary interventions
for early readers. It is more unexpected when one realizes that with the proven effect of multimedia on vocabulary learning
(Abraham, 2008), it is the easiest reading category to teach through technology. There is an enormous amount of studies on vocabulary intervention for second language learning, which is completely normal, but, so few studies have examined the effectiveness
of using technology to close the huge first language vocabulary gap that can exist between children (Hart & Risley, 2003). It is true
that most of the vocabularies that we learn are through incidental acquisition (Nagy, 2005), but it does not mean to stop searching for
more effective ways of teaching vocabularies explicitly, and evaluating its impact on remediating reading difficulties. The acquisition
of a large number of vocabularies is not possible during school time (National Reading Panel, 2000). Hence, extensive in-home
interventions could be an appropriate solution to meet this objective. In addition, technologies such as computers could be used to
enhance the rate of incidental acquisition of vocabularies.
4.3. Duration of interventions
From the analysis of studies that provided the total hour of their interventions, multi-component studies had the longest interventions; this is reasonable because they are focused on multiple reading skills. The phonological awareness comes in the second
order with an average of exceeding 28 h. In the third position, phonics and comprehension with more than 18 h, and finally, fluency
had an average intervention duration of 12 h only. It is surprising that fluency interventions had the shortest durations because
naturally, it is the skill acquisition that requires a long training time. Fluency needs automaticity, which needs mastery that in turn
needs extensive training.
4.4. Technologies
From the 32 reading programs discussed in this paper, 29 of them were computer-based. Smartphones and tablets each were used
only once. Considering the estimations that there are more than two billion smartphone users and more than one billion tablet users
worldwide in 2017 (Statista, n.d.), it is surprising that so few studies are dedicated to evaluating the impact of smartphone and
tablet's literacy apps on reading skills. Given the abundant number of available literacy apps in smartphones and tablets, it would be
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Fig. 5. The percentage share of each grade among the reviewed studies.

beneficial to study their effectiveness and to see which instructional elements have more impact. Moreover, too few papers studied an
in-home intervention, which is understandable because tracking the fidelity of the intervention would be harder and less reliable, but
given the fact that nowadays the majority of people are connected to the internet, all the use and performance data can be recorded
and transferred easily and automatically. Software programs can be created adaptive enough to propose personalized learning
sessions to the children, in the absence of their teacher, which can provide an opportunity for learners who do not have sufficient
access to qualified tutors.
4.5. Grade levels
From the studies that explicitly mentioned the grade level of target groups, as it can be seen in Fig. 5, first, second and fourth
graders received more attention (each with near 20 percent), which was predictable. As for the first and second grade, there is a
widespread belief that earlier interventions are more effective and it is backed by many scientific studies as well (Lovett et al., 2017;
Park, Chaparro, Preciado, & Cummings, 2015), and also, it is known that fourth grade is the period that the gap between struggling
and normal readers will become more distinct, as it is traditionally called the ‘fourth grade slump’ (Chall & Jacobs, 2003). It is argued
that the reason behind this gap is that in fourth grade, children are no longer learning to read, and instead, they should read to learn
other materials. The distribution of interventions over the grades shows that phonological awareness and phonics interventions were
used mostly in the early grades. The comprehension interventions were more evenly distributed between the grades. On the other
hand, fluency interventions were used mostly in upper elementary grades. However, if the intervention processes were gamified using
intuitive interaction techniques that improve motivation and adherence, some fluency interventions could be performed at early
grades.
4.6. Game-based and gamified interventions
Game-based intervention is an approach where a game such as computer-based narrative games is used to enhance learning.
However, in gamified intervention only some game elements are included in non-game context (Deterding, Sicart, Nacke, O'Hara, &
Dixon, 2011). Despite the confirmed improvement of engagement, the benefit of using games for learning might induce side effects
such as distraction (Adams, Mayer, Macnamara, Koenig, & Wainess, 2012). However, the gamification concept has shown to increase
the attendance, motivation, and engagement in learning, which are invaluable in developing the reading skills (Gooch, Vasalou,
Benton, & Khaled, 2016; Hong & Masood, 2014). Hence, gamification of reading interventions could be promising for the future.
However, less than one-fourth of the reviewed studies used gamified or game-based programs, which considering the young age of
target groups, is less than expected. Most of the gamified or game-based approaches were used in phonological awareness and
phonics interventions. The gamification of comprehension and fluency programs is not a common practice; this is due to the nature of
reading, which demands high focus and full presence. However, in order to make fluency and comprehension training more appealing, innovative approaches can include game elements such as challenges, rewards and visible cues of progress, to reach a high
level of mastery in the taught skills. Moreover, the impact of these extrinsic motivations on the intrinsic motivation of reading should
be investigated. However, in most of the studies, the effect of interventions on reading skills are examined, but their role in increasing
the motivation to read is overlooked. As it is known, extensive independent reading plays a prominent role in the development of
reading skills (Bell, 2001), therefore, increasing the motivation to engage in reading activities can be crucial to future success in
reading, especially for struggling readers who find reading a hard and laborious task.
It is important to note that the present review of technology-based interventions was focused on all types of applications using ICT
systems, including gamified and game-based approaches. However, not all the reviewed works using gamification or games have
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provided sufficiently detailed description of their reading programs. Hence, it was not possible to distinguish whether they used
games or the gamification concept in these reviewed works. For this reason, additional investigations are necessary to specify the
appropriate design of gamified/game-based interventions and determine their effect on acquiring reading skills.
4.7. Languages
Sixty-four percent of the studies were conducted for English speaking children, and about 10 percent targeted Dutch-speaking
children. The other Languages such as French and Spanish represent less than 10 percent each. If the studies are classified into two
categories of languages with deeper orthographies (English, French and Chinese) and the ones with shallower orthographies (Finnish,
Spanish, German, Swedish and Dutch), the deeper language studies focused more on phonics interventions (28%), however, studies in
transparent languages focused more on fluency interventions (36%). It has been suggested, that in an opaque language such as
English, the biggest reading difficulty is the decoding accuracy, while in transparent languages such as Spanish, the biggest problem
of poor readers is reading rate (López-escribano, 2016; López-Escribano, Sánchez-Hípola, Suro Sánchez, & Leal Carretero, 2014).
However, it seems improbable that addressing decoding accuracy of English speaking children would solve all of the reading difficulties, and still, the slow reading rate should be addressed.
4.8. Study limitations
This study had some limitations. First, due to the differences in methodologies and excess of variables involved in reviewed
papers, it was decided to exclude the meta-analysis procedure, but this study can be used as a precursor to a meta-analysis. In
addition, many of the technology-based intervention studies, in their titles do not mention that their interventions are carried out by
using a certain technology, which makes it difficult to identify them. Therefore, a more thorough search for these types of studies
should result in more papers. Furthermore, in future studies, it will be useful to propose a more in-depth analysis of the characteristics
of intervention programs, such as interface design, adaptiveness, affordance and game elements used in the programs. However,
unfortunately, many of the studies do not provide sufficient information and enough details about their intervention programs.
5. Conclusion and future directions
Due to the utmost importance of reading acquisition and the severe consequences of reading failure, many researchers have been
motivated to develop innovative approaches to create more effective reading interventions. This study aimed at presenting a comprehensive overview of the technology-based or technology-assisted reading intervention studies for elementary grades. The purpose
of this paper is to provide researchers and designers of reading programs with exhaustive information about the current approaches
applied to each reading component and suggest insights by analyzing the reviewed studies with regard to diverse aspects. Since there
were similar studies published before 2000, the period from 2000 to 2017 was chosen for this analytical review. In this paper, the
reading programs are classified into six categories of phonological awareness, phonics, vocabulary, comprehension, fluency, and
multi-component. A general introduction to each of these categories is presented, and the reading programs are summarized by
focusing on their content, instructional processes, key features, and the outcome of the interventions. Finally, the paper presents the
analysis of the identified pertinent aspects of the reviewed reading intervention studies.
Forty-two studies have been reviewed, resulting in 32 reading programs. Surprisingly, only one study investigated a vocabulary
intervention; this indicates that using technology to enhance the first language vocabulary acquisition of early readers is highly
overlooked. As mentioned previously, it is challenging to influence the general vocabulary knowledge; this suggests that extensive
home-based intervention can be a promising solution. Additionally, the use of non-computer technologies, such as tablets and
smartphones are less than what was expected. Furthermore, the average intervention time for fluency was shorter than the duration
of other intervention types; this does not satisfy the requirement of long-time training to achieve a high level of fluency. In addition,
current fluency approaches lack a holistic view, which addresses different components of fluency at various levels. Moreover,
compared to other types of interventions, the gamification of fluency and comprehension programs is not established yet.
Additionally, fluency programs were less used in early elementary grades.
The findings of this study suggest that for languages with opaque orthographies such as English, the speed aspect of reading was
neglected. Despite the emphasis on teaching phonics for these languages to address precision, still dyslexia is the problem of both
accuracy and speed, these aspects should be addressed together in the future studies. Hence, it is recommended to study the efficacy
of reading programs that accentuate both the decoding speed and decoding accuracy. Letter recognition automaticity can be trained
at first, then word recognition automaticity can be practiced, and later, fluency approaches on the phrase, paragraph, and longer texts
can be worked. In addition, instead of making a simple integral digital copy of the existing pedagogical methods used in schools, it is
recommended that designers take benefit from the recent advances of information and communication technologies to design innovative methods not available in normal schooling conditions.
In order to develop innovative reading approaches, this analytical review showed that more investigations are necessary.
Intelligent self-adaptable systems should be developed to assess the student's skills. These systems should provide individualized
interaction modalities and adapt the content of the instruction based on the real-time capture of the user performance. In order to
enhance the learning process, gamified multisensory interactive modalities such as spoken speech and tactile interfaces could be
integrated to address different human sensory channels. Since it is acquired that emotion can drive motivation, which is crucial for
developing reading skills, emotional interaction could also be included to enhance the effectiveness of the reading programs.
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Furthermore, speech recognition was not used at its maximum potential for enhancing the reading acquisition. If advanced
integration of speech recognition is made with being sensitive to smaller parts of the language so that it detects not only the
pronunciation errors but also the prosody attributes and even the emotional states of the speaker, it would be promising for the
creation of intelligent assistive reading systems. Moreover, the technologies of virtual and augmented realities can be used to teach
vocabulary, the context relative to each word can be built in a meaningful and realistic way to enhance its retention. Finally,
mathematical modeling can be used to maximize the value of the pedagogical content. The mathematical modeling approach could
open new research directions to learn from existing mathematical models and to improve their efficacy by experimenting with the
elements and attributes that have not been considered previously.
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